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Abstract. 1 We study two unary fragments of the well-known metric interval
temporal logic MITL[UI ,SI ] that was originally proposed by Alur and Henzinger,
and we pin down their expressiveness as well as satisfaction complexities. We
show that MITL[F∞,P∞] which has unary modalities with only lower-bound con-
straints is (surprisingly) expressively complete for Partially Ordered 2-Way De-
terministic Timed Automata (po2DTA) and the reduction from logic to automaton
gives us its NP-complete satisfiability. We also show that the fragment Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]
having unary modalities with only bounded intervals has NEXPTIME-complete
satisfiability. But strangely, Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] is strictly less expressive than
MITL[F∞,P∞]. We provide a comprehensive picture of the decidability and ex-
pressiveness of various unary fragments of MITL.
1 Introduction
Temporal logics are a well known notation for specifying properties of reactive systems.
Reductions between temporal logics and finite state automata have been very influential
in formulating decision procedures and model checking of temporal logic properties.
However, extending this paradigm to real-time logics and timed automata has been
challenging.
Metric Temporal Logic MTL[UI ,SI ] is a well established logic for specifying quan-
titative properties of timed behaviors in real-time. In this logic, the temporal modalities
UI and SI are time constrained by a time interval I. A formula φUIψ holds at a position
i provided there exists a strictly later position j where ψ holds and φ must hold for all
in between positions. Moreover the “time distance” between j and i must be in the in-
terval I. Interval I = 〈l,u〉 has integer valued endpoints and it can be open, closed, half
open, or singular (i.e. [c,c]). It can even be unbounded, i.e. of the form 〈l,∞). Unary
modalities FIφ and PIφ can be defined as (true)UIφ and (true)SIφ, respectively. Unfor-
tunately, satisfiability of MTL[UI ,SI] formulae and their model checking (against timed
automata) are both undecidable in general [AH93, Hen91].
In their seminal paper [AFH96], the authors proposed the sub logic MITL[UI ,SI ]
having only non-punctual (or non-singular) intervals. Alur and Henzinger [AFH96,
1 This is the full version of the paper of the same name presented at ATVA, 2012 (doi:
10.1007/978-3-642-33386-6)
AH92] showed that the logic MITL[UI ,SI] has EXPSPACE-complete satisfiability2. In
another significant paper [BMOW08], Bouyer et al showed that sublogic of MTL[UI ,SI ]
with only bounded intervals, denoted Bounded MTL[Ub,Sb], also has EXPSPACE-
complete satisfiability. These results are practically significant since many real time
properties can be stated with bounded or non-punctual interval constraints.
In quest for more efficiently decidable timed logics, Alur and Henzinger considered
the fragment MITL[U0,∞,S0,∞] consisting only of “one-sided” intervals, and showed that
it has PSPACE-complete satisfiability. Here, allowed intervals are of the form [0,u〉 or
〈l,∞) thereby enforcing either an upper bound or a lower bound time constraint in each
modality.
Several real-time properties of systems may be specified by using the unary fu-
ture and past modalities alone. In the untimed case of finite words, the unary frag-
ment of logic LTL[U,S] has a special position: the unary temporal logic LTL[F,P] has
NP-complete satisfiability [EVW02] and it expresses exactly the unambiguous star-
free languages which are characterized by Partially ordered 2-Way Deterministic Finite
Automata (po2dfa) [STV01]. On the other hand, the PSPACE-complete satisfiability
of LTL[U,S] drops to NP-complete satisfiability for unary temporal logic LTL[F,P]
[EVW02]. Automata based characterizations for the above two logics are also well
known: LTL[U,S]- definable languages are exactly the star-free regular languages which
are characterized by counter-free automata, where as LTL[F,P]- definable languages ex-
actly correspond to the unambiguous star-free languages [TT02] which are character-
ized by Partially ordered 2-Way Deterministic Automata (po2dfa) [STV01].
Inspired by the above, in this paper, we investigate several “unary” fragments of
MITL[UI ,SI ] and we pin down their exact decision complexities as well as expressive
powers. In this paper, we confine ourselves to point-wise MITL with finite strictly mono-
tonic time, i.e. the models are finite timed words where no two letters have the same time
stamp.
As our main results, we identify two fragments of unary logic MITL[FI ,PI ] for
which a remarkable drop in complexity of checking satisfiability is observed, and we
study their automata as well as expressive powers. These fragments are as follows.
– Logic MITL[F∞,P∞] embodying only unary “lower-bound” interval constraints of
the form F〈l,∞) and P〈l,∞). We show that satisfiability of this logic is NP-complete.
– Logic Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] having only unary modalities F〈l,u〉 and P〈l,u〉 with
bounded and non-singular interval constraints where (u 6= ∞). We show that satisfi-
ability of this logic is NEXPTIME-complete.
In both cases, an automata theoretic decision procedure is given as a language pre-
serving reduction from the logic to Partially Ordered 2-Way Deterministic Timed Au-
tomata (po2DTA). These automata are a subclass of the 2Way Deterministic Timed
Automata 2DTA of Alur and Henzinger [AH92] and they incorporate the notion of
partial-ordering of states. They define a subclass of timed regular languages called un-
ambiguous timed regular languages (TUL) (see [PS10]). po2DTA have several attrac-
tive features: they are boolean closed (with linear blowup only) and their non-emptiness
2 This assumes that the time constants occurring in the formula are written in binary. We follow
the same convention throughout this paper.
checking is NP-complete. The properties of po2DTA together with our reductions give
the requisite decision procedures for satisfiability checking of logics MITL[F∞,P∞] and
Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb].
The reduction from MITL[F∞,P∞] to po2DTA uses a nice optimization which be-
comes possible in this sublogic: truth of a formula at any point can be determined as a
simple condition between times of first and last occurrences of its modal subformulas
and current time. A much more sophisticated but related optimization is required for
the logic Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] with both upper and lower bound constraints: truth of a
formula at any point in a unit interval can be related to the times of first and last occur-
rences of its immediate modal subformulas in some “related” unit intervals. The result
is an inductive bottom up evaluation of the first and last occurrences of subformulas
which is carried out in successive passes of the two way deterministic timed automaton.
For both the logics, we show that our decision procedures are optimal. We also ver-
ify that the logic MITL[FI] consisting only of the unary future fragment of MITL[UI ,SI ]
already exhibits EXPSPACE-complete satisfiability. Moreover, the unary future frag-
ment MITL[F0] with only upper bound constraints has PSPACE-complete satisfiability,
whereas MITL[F∞,P∞] with only lower bound constraints has NP-complete satisfiabil-
ity. A comprehensive picture of decision complexities of fragments of MITL[FI ,PI] is
obtained and summarized in Figure 1.
We also study the expressive powers of logics MITL[F∞,P∞] and Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb].
We establish that MITL[F∞,P∞] is expressively complete for po2DTA, and hence it
can define all unambiguous timed regular languages (TUL). This is quite surprising
as po2DTA include guards with simultaneous upper and lower bound constraints as
well as punctual constraints, albeit only occurring deterministically. Expressing these
in MITL[F∞,P∞], which has only lower bound constraints, is tricky. We remark that
MITL[F∞,P∞] ≡ po2DTA is a rare instance of a precise logic automaton connection
within the MTL[UI ,SI] family of timed logics.
We also establish that MITL[F∞,P∞] is strictly more expressive than the bounded
unary logic Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]. Combining these results with decision complexi-
ties, we conclude that Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb], although less expressive, is exponentially
more succinct as compared to the logic MITL[F∞,P∞]. Completing the picture, we show
that, for expressiveness, Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] (MITL[F∞,P∞] (MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] (
MITL[FI ,PI ]. For each logic, we give a sample property that cannot be expressed in the
contained logic (see Figure 2). The inexpressibility of these properties in lower logics
are proved using an EF theorem for MTL formulated earlier [PS11].
For logic Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb], the reduction relies on the property that checking
truth of a unary modal formula M〈l,l+1〉φ at any position T of a given unit interval
[r,r + 1) can be formulated as simple condition over T and the times of first and last
occurrences of φ in some related unit intervals (such as [l+ r, l+ r+1). We call this the
horizontal stacking of unit intervals Some remarks on our reductions are appropriate
here. It should be noted that these logics have both future and past modalities and these
naturally translate to the two-wayness of the automata. An important feature of our
reduction is that checking of satisfiability of a modal subformula FIφ reduces searching
for “last” occurrence of φ within some specified subintervals, and remembering its time
stamp. This can be carried out by one backward scan of the automaton. Similarly, for
the past formula Piφ we need a forward scan.
NP-complete
PSPACE-complete
NEXPTIME-complete
EXPSPACE-complete
MITL[F∞,P∞]
MITL[F∞]
TTL[Xθ,Yθ]
MITL[F0]
MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]
MITL[U0,∞,S0,∞]
Bounded MITL[Fb]
Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]
Bounded MTL[Ub,Sb] MITL[FI ]
MITL[FI ,PI ]
MITL[UI ,SI ]
MITL[U∞,S∞]
Fig. 1. Unary MITL: fragments with satisfiability complexities. Arrows indicate syn-
tactic inclusion. The boxed logics are the two main fragments studied in this chapter.
MITL[FI ,PI ]
L1
MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]
L2
po2DTA≡ TTL[Xθ,Yθ] ≡ MITL[F∞,P∞]
L3
Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]
L4
L1 = F(0,∞)[a∧F(1,2)c]
L2 = F(0,∞)[a∧F[0,2]c]
L3 = F(0,∞)[a∧F(2,∞)c]
L4 = F(0,1)[a∧F(1,2)c]
Fig. 2. Expressiveness of Unary MITL fragments
2 Unary MITL and its fragments
Definition 1. [Timed Words] A finite timed word over an alphabet Σ is a finite sequence
ρ= (σ1,τ1), · · · (σn,τn), of event-time stamp pairs such that ∀i . σi ∈Σ and the sequence
of time stamps is non-decreasing: ∀i < n . τi ≤ τi+1. This gives weakly monotonic timed
words. If time stamps are strictly increasing, i.e. ∀i < n . τi < τi+1, the timed word is
strictly monotonic.
The length of ρ is denoted by #ρ, and dom(ρ) = {1, ...#ρ}. For convenience, we assume
that τ1 = 0 as this simplifies the treatment of the initial semantics of timed logics. The
timed word ρ can alternately be represented as ρ = (σ,τ) with σ = σ1, · · · ,σn and
τ = τ1, · · · ,τn. Let untime(ρ) = σ be the untimed word of ρ and alph(ρ)⊆ Σ be the set
of events that occur in ρ. Let ρ(i)...ρ( j) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ #ρ be the factor of ρ
given by (σi,τi) · · · (σ j,τ j). Let T Σ∗ be the set of timed words over the alphabet Σ.
The logic MTL [Koy90, AH91] extends Linear Temporal Logic by adding timing
constraints to the ”Until” and ”Since” modalities of LTL, using timed intervals. We
consider the unary fragment of this logic called MTL[FI ,PI ]. Let I range over the set
of intervals with non-negative integers as end-points. The syntax of MTL[FI ,PI ] is as
follows:
φ ::= a | φ∨φ | ¬φ | FIφ | PIφ
Remark 1. In this paper, we study MTL with interval constraints given by timed inter-
vals with integer end-points. In literature, MTL with interval constraints with rational
end-points are often considered. However, it is important to note that properties ex-
pressed by the latter may also be expressed by the former, by scaling the intervals as
well as the timestamps in the timed word models appropriately.
Let ρ = (σ,τ) be a timed word and let i ∈ dom(ρ). The semantics of MTL[FI ,PI ]
formulas over pointwise models is as below:
ρ, i |= a iff σi = a
ρ, i |= ¬φ iff ρ, i 6|= φ
ρ, i |= φ1∨φ2 iff ρ, i |= φ1 or ρ, i |= φ2
ρ, i |= FIφ1 iff ∃ j > i. ρ, j |= φ1
ρ, i |= φ1PIφ2 iff ∃ j < i . ρ, j |= φ1
The language of an MTL[FI ,PI] formula φ is given by L(φ) = {ρ | ρ,1 |= φ}.
MITL[FI,PI ] is the fragment of MTL[FI,PI ] which allows only non-punctual inter-
vals to constrain the F and P modalities. Some fragments of MITL[FI,PI ] that we shall
consider in this paper are as follows. See Figure 2 for examples.
– MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]allows only interval constraints of the form [0,u〉 or 〈l,∞). Thus,
each modality enforces either an upper bound or a lower bound constraint.
– Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] is MITL[FI ,PI ] with the added restriction that all interval
constraints are bounded intervals of the form 〈l,u〉 with u 6= ∞.
– MITL[F∞,P∞] is the fragment of MITL[FI ,PI ] where all interval constraints are
“lower bound” constraints of the form 〈l,∞).
– MITL[F0,P0] is the fragment in which all interval constraints (whether bounded or
unbounded) are “upper bound” constraints of the form [0,u〉.
– MITL[FI ], MITL[F0,∞], Bounded MITL[Fb], MITL[F∞] and MITL[F0] are the corre-
sponding future-only fragments.
Size of MITL[FI ,PI] formulas Consider any MITL[FI ,PI ] formula φ, represented as a
DAG. Let n be the number of modal operators in the DAG of φ. Let k be the product
of all constants that occur in φ. Then the modal-DAG size l of φ, whose constants are
presented in some logarithmic encoding (e.g. binary) is within constant factors of (n+
logk).
Definition 2. [Normal Form for MITL[FI,PI ]] Let B({ψi}) denote a boolean combi-
nation of formulas from the finite set {ψi}. Then a normal form formula φ is given
by
φ := ∨
a∈Σ
(a∧B({ψi}))
where each ψi is a modal formula of the form
ψ := FI(φ) | PI(φ)
where each φ is also in normal form.
A subformula φ in normal form is said to be an F-type modal argument (or modarg in
brief) if it occurs within an F-modality (as FI(φ)). It is a P-type modarg if it occurs as
PI(φ). Each ψi is said to be a modal sub formula.
Proposition 1. Every MITL[FI ,PI ] formula ζ may be expressed as an equivalent nor-
mal form formula φ of modal-DAG size linear in the modal-DAG size of ζ.
Proof. Given ζ, consider the equivalent formula ζ∧ ∨
a∈Σ
a. Transform this formula in
disjunctive normal form treating modal subformulas as atomic. Now apply reductions
such as a∧b∧B(ψi) ≡ ⊥ (if a 6= b) and a∧B(ψi) otherwise. The resulting formula
is equivalent to ζ. Note that DNF representation does not increase the modal-DAG size
of the formula. Apply the same reduction to modargs recursively.
2.1 po2DTA
In [PS10], we defined a special class of 2DTA called Partially-ordered 2-way Deter-
ministic Timed Automata (po2DTA). The only loops allowed in the transition graph of
these automata are self-loops. This condition naturally defines a partial order on the set
of states (hence the name). Another restriction is that clock resets may occur only on
progress edges. THese are a useful class of automata for the following reasons:
– The “two-way” nature of the automata naturally allows the simultaneous treatment
of future and past modalities in timed temporal logics.
– Since they are deterministic, complementation may be achieved trivially. In fact,
the deterministic and two-way nature of the automata allow for boolean operations
to be achieved with only a linear blow-up in the size of the automaton.
– The size of the small model of a po2DTA is polynomial in the size of the automaton.
Hence, language emptiness of a po2DTA is decidable with NP-complete complex-
ity.
po2DTA are formally defined below.
Let C be a finite set of clocks. A guard g is a timing constraint on the clock values
and has the form:
g := ⊤ | g1∧g2 | x−T ≈ c | T−x≈ c where ≈∈ {<,≤,>,≥,=} and c ∈N.3
Here, T denotes the current time value. Let GC be the set of all guards over C. A
clock valuation is a function which assigns to each clock a non-negative real number.
Let ν,τ |= g denote that a valuation ν satisfies the guard g when T is assigned a real
value τ. If ν is a clock valuation and x ∈C, let ν′ = ν⊗ (x→ τ) denote a valuation such
that ∀y ∈ C . y 6= x ⇒ ν′(y) = ν(y) and ν′(x) = τ. Two guards g1 and g2 are said to
be disjoint if for all valuations ν and all reals r, we have ν,r |= ¬(g1 ∧ g2). A special
valuation νinit maps all clocks to 0.
Two-way automata “detect” the ends of a word, by appending the word with special
end-markers on either side. Hence, if ρ = (σ1,τ1)...(σn,τn) then the run of a po2DTA
is defined on a timed word ρ′ = (⊲,0)(σ1,τ1)...(σn,τn),(⊳,τn).
Definition 3 (Syntax of po2DTA). Fix an alphabet Σ and let Σ′ = Σ∪ {⊲,⊳}. Let C
be a finite set of clocks. A po2DTA over alphabet Σ is a tuple M = (Q,≤,δ,s, t,r,C)
where (Q,≤) is a partially ordered and finite set of states such that r, t are the only
minimal elements and s is the only maximal element. Here, s is the initial state, t the
accept state and r the reject state. The set Q\{t,r} is partitioned into QL and QR (states
which are entered from the left and right respectively). The progress transition function
is a partial function δ : ((QL∪QR)×Σ′×GC)→ Q× 2C) which specifies the progress
transitions of the automaton, such that if δ(q,a,g) = (q′,R) then q′ < q and R ∈ 2C
is the subset of clocks that is reset to the current time stamp. Every state q in Q\ {t,r}
has a default “else” self-loop transition which is taken in all such configurations for
which no progress transition is enabled. Hence, the automaton continues to loop in a
given state q and scan the timed word in a single direction (right or left, depending on
whether q ∈ QL or QR respectively), until one of the progress transitions is taken. Note
that there are no transitions from the terminal states r and t.
Definition 4 (Run). Let ρ = (σ1,τ1),(σ2,τ2)...(σm,τm) be a given timed word. The
configuration of a po2DTA at any instant is given by (q,ν, l) where q is the current
state, the current value of the clocks is given by the valuation function ν and the current
head position is l ∈ dom(ρ′). In this configuration, the head reads the letter σl and the
time stamp τl .
The run of a po2DTA on the timed word ρ with and starting head position k ∈
dom(ρ′) and starting valuation ν is the (unique) sequence of configurations (q1,ν1, l1)
· · · (qn,νn, ln) such that
– Initialization: q1 = s, l1 = k and ν1 = ν. The automaton always starts in the initial
state s.
– If the automaton is in a configuration (qi,νi, li) such that σli = a. If there exists a
(unique) transition δ(qi,a,g) = (p,X) such that νi,τli |= g. Then,
• qi+1 = p
• νi+1(x) = τli for all clocks x ∈ X, and νi+1(x) = νi(x) otherwise.
• li+1 = li + 1 if p ∈QL, li+1 = li− 1 if p ∈ QR and li+1 = li if p ∈ {t,r}
3 Note that the guards x−T ≈ c and T − x ≈ c implicitly include the conditions x−T ≥ 0 and
T −x ≥ 0 respectively.
– If the automaton is in a configuration (qi,νi, li) (and qi 6∈ {t,r}) and there does not
exist a transition δ(qi,a,g) such that σli = a and νi,τli |= g. Then,
• qi+1 = qi
• νi+1(x) = νi(x) for all clocks x ∈C and
• li+1 = li + 1 if qi ∈QL and li+1 = li− 1 if qi ∈ QR
– Termination: qn ∈ {t,r}. The run is accepting if qn = t and rejecting if qn = r.
Let FA be a function such that FA(ρ,ν, i) gives the final configuration (qn,νn, ln) of the
unique run of A on ρ starting with the configuration (s,ν, i). The language accepted by
an automaton A is given by L(A) = {ρ | FA(ρ,νinit ,1) = (t,ν′, i), for some i,ν′}.
The transition function satisfies the following conditions.
– For all q ∈ Q \ {t,r} and g ∈ GC, there exists δ(q,⊳,g) = (q′,X) such that q′ ∈
QR ∪ {t,r} and δ(q,⊲,g) = (q′,X) such that q′ ∈ QL ∪ {t,r} . This prevents the
head from falling off the end-markers.
– (Determinism) For all q∈Q and a∈Σ′, if there exist distinct transitions δ(q,a,g1)=
(q1,X1) and δ(q,a,g2) = (q2,X2), then g1 and g2 are disjoint.
Example 1. Figure 3 shows an example po2DTA. This automaton accepts timed words
with the following property: There is b in the interval [1,2] and a c occurs before it such
that, if j is the position of the first b in the interval [1,2] then there is a c exactly at the
timestamp τ j − 1.
→ ← t r
b, T ∈ x+[1,2]
x := T
c,(T = x−1)
⊲
Fig. 3. Example of po2DTA
Definition 5. [Timed Unambiguous Languages] The languages accepted by po2DTA
are called Timed Unambiguous Languages (TUL).
3 From MITL[FI,PI]-fragments to po2DTA
In this section, we explore reductions from some fragments of Unary MITL to po2DTA.
A powerful optimization becomes possible when dealing with the unary sublogics such
as Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] and MITL[F∞,P∞]. The truth of a modal formula MIφ for
a time point τi in an interval I can be reduced to a simple condition involving time
differences between τi and the times of first and last occurrences of φ within some
related intervals. We introduce some notation below.
Marking timed words with first and last φ-positions
Consider a formula φ in normal form, a timed word ρ ∈ T Σ∗ and an interval I. Let
IdxφI (ρ) = {i ∈ dom(ρ) | ρ, i |= φ∧ τi ∈ I}. Given set S of positions in ρ let min(S)
and max(S) denote the smallest and largest positions in S, with the convention that
min( /0) = #ρ and max( /0) = 1. Let F φI (ρ) = τmin(IdxφI (ρ)) and L
φ
I (ρ) = τmax(IdxφI (ρ)) de-
note the times of first and last occurrence of φ within interval I in word ρ. If the subscript
I is omitted, it is assumed to be the default interval [0,∞).
The logic-automata translations that we give in this chapter are based on the follow-
ing concepts:
i In [BMOW07], the authors consider Bounded MTL and show that the satisfiabil-
ity problem for MITL[Ub] over point-wise models is EXPSPACE-complete. This
is done via translation to ATA. In [BMOW08], they show a similar result for con-
tinuous models, using model-theoretic methods, in which they construct a tableaux
for the bounded formulas. The bounded size of the tableaux relies on the fact that
there is a bound on the interval within which the truth of every subformula has to
be evaluated. Our translation from Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] also uses this concept.
ii On the other hand, [MNP06] gives the translation of MITL formulas to “Timed
Transducers”. A key concept used here, is the fact that the variability within a unit
interval of the truth of a subformula with non-punctual interval constraints is lim-
ited.
iii Further, it is known that unary LTL (called Unary Temporal Logic) is expressively
equivalent to po2dfa. In ??, we gave a constructive reduction from TL[F,P] to
po2dfa. The novel concept used here is that for every TL[F,P] subformula, it is
sufficient to know the first and last positions in a word, where the subformula holds
true. It is this concept, which justifies the expressive equivalence between the seem-
ingly different properties of unaryness (of TL[F,P]) and determinism (of po2dfa).
We combine the concepts (i), (ii) and (iii) described above to give translations from
MITL[F∞,P∞] to po2DTA and from Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] to po2DTA.
3.1 From MITL[F∞,P∞] to po2DTA
Fix an MITL[F∞,P∞] formula Φ in normal form. We shall construct a language-equivalent
po2DTA AΦ by an inductive bottom-up construction. But first we assert an important
property on which our automaton construction is based.
Lemma 1. Given a timed word ρ and i ∈ dom(ρ),
1. ρ, i |= F[l,∞)φ iff τi ≤ (Lφ(ρ)− l)∧ τi < Lφ(ρ)
2. ρ, i |= F(l,∞)φ iff τi < (Lφ(ρ)− l)
3. ρ, i |= P[l,∞)φ iff τi ≥ (F φ(ρ)+ l)∧ τi > F φ(ρ)
4. ρ, i |= P(l,∞)φ iff τi > (F φ(ρ)+ l)
Proof. We give the proof only for part (1). Remaining parts can be proved similarly.
Case 1 Idxφ(ρ) 6= /0. Let max(Idxφ(ρ)) = j. Then, τ j = Lφ(ρ). Now,
ρ, i |= F(l,∞)φ
iff τi ≤ τ j − l∧ i < j
iff τi ≤ τ j − l∧ τi < τ j (by strict monotonicity of the timed words)
iff τi ≤ Lφ(ρ)− l∧ τi < Lφ(ρ)
Case 2 Idxφ(ρ) = /0. We show that both LHS and RHS are false. For any i ∈ dom(ρ)
we have, ρ, i 6|= F[l,∞)φ. Also, Lφ(ρ) = 0. Hence, conjunct τi < Lφ(ρ) of RHS does not
hold.
The above lemma shows that truth of F〈l,∞)φ (or P〈l,∞)φ) at a position can be de-
termined by knowing the value of Lφ(ρ) (respectively, F φ(ρ)). Hence for each F-type
modarg φ of Φ, we introduce a clock yφ to freeze the value Lφ(ρ) and P-type modarg φ
of Φ, we introduce a clock xφ to freeze the value F φ(ρ).
ψ cond(ψ)
F[l,∞)φ T ≤ (yφ− l) ∧ T < yφ
F(l,∞)φ T < (yφ− l)
P[l,∞)φ T ≥ (xφ + l) ∧ T > xφ
P(l,∞)φ T > (xφ + l)
→ ← t
⊳
a j, G(φ,a j) , yφ := T
a1, G(φ,a1) , yφ := T
⊲
Fig. 4. Table for cond(ψ) and automaton A(φ) for an F-type φ.
Now we give the inductive step of automaton construction. Consider an F-type
modarg φ. The automaton A(φ) is as shown in Figure 4. If φ = ∨a∈Σ (a ∧Ba({ψi})),
then for every a ∈ Σ, we derive the guard G(φ,a) which is the guard on the transi-
tion labelled by a in A(φ), such that the transition is enabled is taken if and only if
a ∧φ is satisfied at that position. This is given by G(φ,a) = Ba(cond(ψi)). To define
cond(ψi), let variable T denote the time stamp of current position. Then, the condition
for checking truth of a modal subformula ψ is a direct encoding of the conditions in
lemma 1 and is given in the table in figure 4. It is now straightforward to see that A(φ)
clocks exactly the last position in the word, where φ holds. A symmetrical construction
can be given for P-type modarg φ, for which A(φ) clocks the first position in the word
where φ holds. The following lemma states its key property which is obvious from the
construction. Hence we omit its proof.
Lemma 2. Given a modarg φ and any timed word ρ, let ν0 be a valuation where
ν0(xδ) = F δ(ρ) and ν0(yδ) = Lδ(ρ) for each modarg subformula δ of φ, and ν0(xφ) =
τ#ρ and ν0(yφ) = 0. If ν is the clock valuation at the end of the run of A(φ) starting with
ν0, then ν(xδ) = ν0(xδ), ν(yδ) = ν0(yδ) for each δ, and additionally,
– if φ is F modarg then ν(yφ) = Lφ(ρ).
– if φ is P modarg then ν(xφ) = F φ(ρ).
Theorem 1. For any MITL[F∞,P∞] formula Φ, there is a language-equivalent po2DTA
A(Φ) whose size is linear in the modal-DAG size of the formula. Hence, satisfiability
of MITL[F∞,P∞] is in NP.
Proof. Assume that Φ is in the normal form as described in Definition 2. Note that re-
duction to normal form results in a linear blow-up in the modal-DAG size of the formula
(Proposition 1). The construction of the complete automaton A(Φ) is as follows. In an
initial pass, all the xφ clocks are set to τ#ρ. Then, the component automata A(φ) for
clocking modargs (φ) are composed in sequence with innermost modargs being evalu-
ated first. This bottom-up construction, gives us the initial-valuation conditions at every
level of induction, as required in Lemma 2. Finally, the validity of Φ at the first position
may be checked.
This construction, gives a language-equivalent po2DTA whose number of states is
linear in the number of nodes in the DAG of Φ and the largest constant in the guards
of A(Φ) is equal to the largest constant in the interval constraints of Φ. From [PS10],
we know that the non-emptiness of A(Φ) may be checked in NP-time. Hence we can
conclude that satisfiability of MITL[F∞,P∞] formulas is decidable in NP-time.
3.2 From po2DTA to MITL[F∞,P∞]
Theorem 2. Given a po2DTA A , we may derive an equivalent MITL[F∞,P∞] formula
φA such that L(A) = L(φA )
We shall first illustrate the reduction of po2DTA to MITL[F∞,P∞] by giving a lan-
guage equivalent MITL[F∞,P∞] formula for the po2DTA in Example 1. This po2DTA
first scans in the forward direction and clocks the first b in the time interval [1,2] (this is
a bounded constraint), and then checks if there is a c exactly 1 time unit to its past by a
backward scan (this is a punctual constraint). The automaton contains guards with both
upper and lower bound constraints as well as a punctual constraints. It is critical for our
reduction that the progress transitions are satisfied at unique positions in the word.
Consider the following MITL[F∞,P∞] formulas. Define At f irst := ¬P⊤ as the for-
mula which holds only at the first position in the word.
φ1 := b ∧P[1,∞)At f irst ∧¬P(2,∞)At f irst
φ2 := φ1∧¬P(0,∞)φ1
Φ := F[0,∞)[φ2∧P[1,∞)(c∧¬F(1,∞)φ2) ]
The formula φ1 holds at any b within the time interval [1,2]. The formula φ2 holds at
the unique first b in [1,2]. The formula Φ holds at the initial position in a word iff the
first b in [1,2] has a c exactly 1 time unit behind it. Note that the correctness of Φ relies
on the uniqueness of the position where φ2 holds. The uniqueness of the positions at
which the progress transitions are taken, is the key property that allows us to express
even punctual constraints (occurring in the guards of progress transitions) using only
lower-bound constraints as interval constraints in the formula. It is easy to verify that
the MITL[F∞,P∞] formula Φ exactly accepts the timed words that are accepted by the
po2DTA in example 1.
Translation from po2DTA to MITL[F∞,P∞]
Consider po2DTA A . We shall derive a language-equivalent MITL[F∞,P∞] formula φA
for the automaton. Since po2DTA run on words that are delimited by end-markers, for
the sake of simplicity in presentation, we shall derive the corresponding MITL[F∞,P∞]
formula over the extended alphabet Σ′ = Σ∪ {⊲,⊳}. However a language equivalent
formula over Σ may be derived with minor modifications to the construction described
below.
Theorem 3. Given a po2DTA A , we may derive an MITL[F∞,P∞] formula φA such that
∀ρ ∈ TΣ∗ . ρ ∈ L(A) ⇔ ρ′ ∈ L(φA ). The size of the formula is exponential in the size
of the automaton.
Given any path pi of progress edges starting from the start state s of A , we shall
derive an MITL[F∞,P∞] formula Enable(pi) such that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3. If pi is a path of progress edges in A which begins from the start state, we
may construct an MITL[F∞,P∞] formula Enable(pi) such that for any timed word ρ,
there exists a partial run of A on ρ which traverses exactly the progress edges in pi and
whose last transition is enabled at position p∈ dom(ρ′) if and only if ρ, p |= Enable(pi).
Proof. We shall derive Enable(pi) by induction on the length of pi. For the empty path
(denoted as <>), we have Enable(<>) = ¬P(0,∞)⊤ which holds exactly at position 0
in ρ′. Now, let us inductively assume that the formula Enable(pi) for some path pi in A
(as shown in Figure 5) is appropriately constructed. We shall construct Enable(pi : ei),
where pi : ei denotes the path pi that is appended with the edge ei. For each q in A , let
trans(q) denote the set of event-guard pairs (a,g), over which a progress transition from
q is defined.
Firstly, assume that each clock in A is reset at most once4. Now let pre f (pi,x) denote
the prefix of pi which ends with the transition that resets x. Hence,
<> if x is not reset on any edge in pi
pre f (pi,x) =
e1...el , which is a prefix of pi such that x is reset on el .
Now, given a guard g, we derive an MITL[F∞,P∞] formula gsat(pi,g) using Table 1.
Abbreviate Enable(pre f (pi,x)) as f (pi,x)
Proposition 2. Given any timed word ρ such that there is a partial run pi of A on ρ and
νpi is the clock valuation of at the end of pi then ∀p ∈ dom(ρ′) . ρ′, p |= gsat(pi,g) if and
only if νpi,τp |= g.
The proof of this proposition is directly apparent from the inductive hypothesis and the
semantics of the automata.
We may now derive Enable(pi : ei) as follows. Let ei = (q,ai,gi,Xi,qi).
4 Due to the partial-ordering of the po2DTA and the restriction of resetting clocks only on
progress edges, it is easy to see that every po2DTA can be reduced to one which resets ev-
ery clock at most once.
g gsat(pi,g)
0 ≤ T −x < c P(0,∞)( f (pi,x)) ∧ ¬P[c,∞)( f (pi,x))
0 ≤ T −x ≤ c P(0,∞)( f (pi,x)) ∧ ¬P(c,∞)( f (pi,x))
T −x > c P(c,∞)( f (pi,x))
T −x ≥ c P[c,∞)( f (pi,x))
T −x = c P[c,∞)( f (pi,x)) ∧ ¬P(c,∞)( f (pi,x))
g1 ∧ g2 gsat(pi,g1) ∧ gsat(pi,g2)
0 ≤ x−T < c F(0,∞)( f (pi,x)) ∧ ¬F[c,∞)( f (x))
Table 1. Construction of gsat(pi,g)
– If q ∈ QL then
Enable(pi : ei) = [ai∧gsat(pi,gi)] ∧ [PEnable(pi)] ∧
[¬
∨
(a,g)∈trans(q)
P(a∧gsat(pi,g)∧P(Enable(pi)))]
– If q ∈ QR then
Enable(pi : ei) = [ai∧gsat(pi,gi)] ∧ [FEnable(pi)] ∧
[¬
∨
(a,g)∈trans(q)
F(a∧gsat(pi,g)∧F(Enable(pi)))]
The correctness of the above formulas may be verified by closely observing the con-
struction. Consider the three conjuncts of the formula Enable(pi : ei) in either of the
above cases. The first ensures that the current position (at which the formula is evalu-
ated) has the letter ai and satisfies the guard gi (see Proposition 2). The second conjunct
ensures that the current position is to the right of (or to the left of) the position at which
the partial run pi terminates (depending on whether q ∈ QL or QR, respectively). The
third conjunct ensures that if p is the current position and p′ is the position at which
pi terminates, then for all positions p′′ strictly between p and p′, none of the edges in
trans(q) may be enabled. Note that this is the requirement for the automaton to loop in
state qi for all positions p′′.
s q
q1
qi
qn
pi
ei
ai,gi
Fig. 5. From po2DTA to MITL[F∞,P∞]
The formula φA may now be given by:
φA = ∨
℘
[Enable(℘) ∨ F(0,∞)(Enable(℘))]
where ℘ is any path of progress edges in A from s to t.
4 Embedding Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] into po2DTA
We show a language-preserving conversion of an Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formula to a
language-equivalent po2DTA.
Consider an Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formula Φ in the normal form. We can induc-
tively relate the truth of a subformula ψ = F〈l,l+1〉φ or P〈l,l+1〉φ within a unit interval
[r,r + 1) to the values F φI (ρ) and L
φ
I (ρ) of its sub-formula φ for suitable unit-length
intervals I, by the following lemma5.
Lemma 4. Given a timed word ρ and integers r, l and i ∈ dom(ρ) we have:
– ρ, i |= F〈al,l+1〉bφ with τi ∈ [r,r+ 1) iff
• (1a) τi < Lφ[r+l,r+l+1)(ρ) ∧ τi ∈ [r,(L
φ
[r+l,r+l+1)(ρ)− l)〉a OR
• (1b) τi < Lφ[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ) ∧ τi ∈ 〈b(F
φ
[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ)− (l+ 1)),(r+ 1))
– ρ, i |= P〈al,l+1〉bφ with τi ∈ [r,r+ 1) iff
• (2a) τi > F φ[r−l−1,r−l)(ρ) ∧ τi ∈ [r,(L
φ
[r−l−1,r−l)(ρ)+ l+ 1)〉b OR
• (2b) τi > F φ[r−l,r−l+1)(ρ) ∧ τi ∈ 〈a(F
φ
[r−l,r−l+1)(ρ)+ l),(r+ 1))
Proof. This lemma may be verified using the figure 6. We consider the case of F〈al,l+1〉bφ
omitting the symmetric case of P〈al,l+1〉bφ. Let ψ = F〈al,l+1〉bφ. Fix a timed word ρ.
Case 1: (1a) holds. (We must show that ρ, i |= ψ and τi ∈ [r,r+ 1)). Since conjunct 1
holds, clearly Idxφ[r+l,r+1+1) 6= /0 and it has max element j such that τ j = L
φ
[r+l,r+l+1)(ρ)
and ρ, j |= φ and i < j. Also, by second conjunct of (1a) τi ∈ [r,τ j − l〉a. Hence, by
examination of Figure 6, τi ∈ τ j −〈al, l + 1〉b and hence ρ, i |= ψ.
Case 2: (1b) holds. (We must show that ρ, i |= ψ and τi ∈ [r,r+ 1)). Since conjunct 1
holds, clearly Idxφ[r+l+1,r+1+2) 6= /0 and it has min element j such that τ j =F
φ
[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ)
and ρ, j |= φ. From Figure 6, j is a witness such that for all k such that (τ j − (l +
1)) <b τk <a (τ j − l), we have τk |= φ. Therefore, by second conjunct of (1b)
τi ∈ 〈bτ j − (l + 1),(r + 1)), we may infer that τi ∈ τ j − 〈al, l + 1〉b. Hence ρ, i |= ψ
and τi ∈ [r,r+ 1).
5 We shall use convention 〈al,u〉b to denote generic interval which can be open, closed or half
open. Moreover, we use subscripts a,b fix the openness/closeness and give generic conditions
such as 〈a2,3〉b+2 = 〈a4,5〉b. This instantiates to (2,3)+2 = (4,5) and (2,3]+2 = (4,5] and
[2,3)+2 = [4,5) and [2,3]+2 = [4,5]. Interval [r,r) is empty. The same variables may also be
used for inequalities. Hence, if 〈a or 〉a is open, then <a and >a denote the strict inequalities
< and > respectively. If 〈a or 〉a is open, then <a and >a denote the non-strict inequalities ≤
and ≥ respectively.
Case 3: ρ, i |= ψ and τi ∈ [r,r + 1) and first conjunct of (1b) does not hold. (We must
show that (1a) holds.) Since τi 6< Lφ[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ) we have Idx
φ
[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ) = /0.
Since ρ, i |= ψ for some τi ∈ [r,r+1), there is some τ j > τi s.t. ρ, j |= φ and r+ l ≤ τ j <
r+ l + 1 as well as τ j ∈ τi + 〈al, l + 1〉b, and τ j ≤ Lφ[l+r,l+r+1)(ρ). Hence, we have τi ∈
L
φ
[l+r,l+r+1)(ρ)−〈al, l + 1〉b which from Figure 6 gives us that τi ∈ [r,L
φ
[l+r,l+r+1)(ρ)−
l〉a. Also, we can see that τi < Lφ[l+r,l+r+1)(ρ). Hence (1a) holds.
Case 4: ρ, i |= ψ and τi ∈ [r,r+ 1) and first conjunct of (1b) holds but the second con-
junct of (1b) does not hold. (We must show that (1a) holds.) As ρ, i |= ψ for some
τi ∈ [r,r+ 1), there is some τ j > τi s.t. τ j ∈ τi + 〈al, l + 1〉b and ρ, j |= φ.
Since τi <Lφ[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ) we have Idx
φ
[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ) 6= /0. However, second conjunct
of (1b) does not hold. Hence, τi 6>b F φ[r+l+1,r+l+2)(ρ)− (l+1) and j ∈ [r+ l,r+ l +1).
By examination of Figure 6, we conclude that Idxφ[r+l,r+1+1) 6= /0 and τ j ≤L
φ
[r+l,r+l+1)(ρ).
Hence, τ j − l ≤ Lφ[r+l,r+l+1)(ρ)− l. This gives us that τi ∈ [r,τ j − l〉a (see Figure 6).
Thus, (1a) holds.
I I I I I
r r+1 r+ l r+ l +1 r+ l +2
(y− l)
x− (l +1)
y
x
L
φ
r+l F
φ
r+l+1
ψ ψ
〈b 〉a 〈b 〉a
¬ψ
¬φ
Fig. 6. Case of ψ := F〈al,l+1〉bφ
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Fig. 7. Case of ψ := P〈al,l+1〉bφ
From Lemma 4, we can see that in order to determine the truth of a formula of the
form ψ = F〈l,l+1〉φ at any time stamp in [r,r + 1), it is sufficient to clock the first and
last occurrences of φ in the intervals [r+ l,r+ l+1) and [r+ l+1,r+ l+2). Similarly,
in order to determine the truth of a formula of the form ψ = P〈l,l+1〉φ at any time stamp
in [r,r + 1), it is sufficient to clock the first and last occurrences of φ in the intervals
[r− l,r− l + 1) and [r− l− 1,r− l).
← → → ← t
⊲
⊳
x
φ
[r,r+1) := T
a j, G(φ, [r,r+1),a j)
⊳
yφ
[r,r+1) := T
a j, G(φ, [r,r+1),a j)
Fig. 8. Automaton A(φ, [r,r+ 1))
The automaton A(Φ) is constructed in an inductive, bottom-up manner as follows.
For every modarg φ of Φ, we first inductively evaluate the set of unit intervals within
which its truth must be evaluated. Each such requirement is denoted by a tuple (φ, [r,r+
1)). This is formalized as a closure set of a subformula with respect to an interval. For
an interval I, let spl(I) denote a partition set of I, into unit length intervals. For example,
if I = (3,6] then spl(I) = {(3,4), [4,5), [5,6]}. The closure set may be built using the
following rules.
– Cl(φ, [r,r+ 1)) = {(φ, [r,r+ 1))}∪ j Cl(ψ j , [r,r+ 1)),
where {ψ j} is the set of immediate modal subformulas of φ.
– Cl(FIφ, [r,r+ 1)) = ∪〈l,l+1〉∈spl(I)Cl(F〈l,l+1〉, [r,r+ 1))
– Cl(PIφ, [r,r+ 1)) = ∪〈l,l+1〉∈spl(I)Cl(P〈l,l+1〉, [r,r+ 1))
– Cl(F〈l,l+1〉φ, [r,r+ 1)) =Cl(φ, [r+ l,r+ l + 1))∪Cl(φ, [r+ l+ 1,r+ l+ 2))
– Cl(P〈l,l+1〉φ, [r,r+ 1)) =Cl(φ, [r− l− 1,r− l))∪Cl(φ, [r− l,r− l+ 1))
Define strict closure SCl(φ, [r,r+1)) =Cl(φ, [r,r+1))\{(φ, [r,r+1))}. The following
lemma states the key property of A(φ, [r,r+ 1)).
ψ cond(ψ, [r,r+1))
F〈al,l+1〉b δ T < yδ[r+l,r+l+1) ∧ T ∈ [r,(y
δ
[r+l,r+l+1)− l)〉b ∨
T < yδ[r+l+1,r+l+2) ∧ T ∈ 〈a(x
δ
[r+l+1,r+l+2)− (l +1)),(r+1))
P〈al,l+1〉b δ T > xδ[r−l−1,r−l) ∧ T ∈ [r,(y
δ
[r−l−1,r−l)+ l +1)〉a ∨
T > xδ[r−l,r−l+1) ∧ T ∈ 〈b(x
δ
[r−l,r−l+1)+ l),(r+1))
FI(δ)
∨
〈l,l+1〉∈spl(I)(cond(F〈l,l+1〉δ, [r,r+1)))
PI(δ)
∨
〈l,l+1〉∈spl(I)(cond(P〈l,l+1〉δ, [r,r+1)))
Table 2. Construction of cond(ψ, [r,r+ 1))
Lemma 5. For any modarg φ in normal form, timed word ρ and integer r, we construct
an automaton A(φ, [r,r+1)) such that, if the initial clock valuation is ν0, with ν0(xδI ) =
F δI (ρ) and ν0(yδI ) = LδI (ρ) for all (δ, I) ∈ SCl(φ, [r,r + 1)) and ν0(xφ[r,r+1)) = #ρ and
ν0(y
φ
[r,r+1)) = 0, then the automaton A(φ, [r,r+ 1)) will accept ρ and terminate with a
valuation ν such that
– ν(xφ[r,r+1)) = F
φ
[r,r+1)(ρ)
– ν(yφ[r,r+1)) = L
φ
[r,r+1)(ρ) and
– ν(c) = ν0(c), for all other clocks.
Proof (Proof sketch). The automaton A(φ, [r,r + 1)) is given in Figure 8. For each
(δ, I) ∈ SCl(φ, [r,r+ 1)), A(φ, [r,r+ 1) uses the clock values of xδI and yδI in its guards,
and it resets the clocks xφ[r,r+1) and y
φ
[r,r+1).
For every ψ, which is an immediate modal subformula of φ, we derive cond(ψ, [r,r+
1)) as given in Table 2. The first two rows in Table 2 are directly adapted from Lemma 4.
The last two rows, may be easily inferred from the semantics of Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb].
Hence, we may infer that ∀i ∈ dom(ρ) if τi ∈ [r,r+1) then ν0,τi |= cond(ψ,r) iff ρ, i |=
ψ. Now, if φ = ∨
a∈Σ
(a∧Ba(ψi)), then the guard on the transitions labelled by a, which
reset xφ[r,r+1) and y
φ
[r,r+1) (as in figure 8) is given by G(φ, [r,r+1),a)=Ba(cond(ψi, [r,r+
1))). It is straightforward to see that ∀i ∈ dom(ρ) if τi ∈ [r,r + 1) and σi = a then
ν0,τi |= G(φ, [r,r + 1),a) iff ρ, i |= φ. By observing the po2DTA in figure 8, we can
infer that it clocks the first and last φ-positions in the unit interval [r,r+1), and respec-
tively assigns it to xφ[r,r+1) and y
φ
[r,r+1).
Theorem 4. Given any Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formula Φ, we may construct a po2DTA
which is language-equivalent to Φ. Satisfiability of Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formulas is
decidable in NEXPTIME-time.
Proof. Firstly, Φ is reduced to the normal form, as described in section 2. The automa-
ton is given by AΦ = Areset ;Ainduct ;Acheck 6. The po2DTA Areset makes a pass to the
end of the word and resets all xδI (for all (δ, I) ∈ Cl(Φ, [0,1))) to the value τ#ρ. The
bottom-up arrangement of Cl(Φ, [0,1)) is the sequence of elements (δ, I) of the set
in bottom-up order of the subformulas δ (in any arbitrary ordering of the intervals).
Ainduct sequentially composes A(δ, I) in the bottom-up sequence of Cl(Φ, [0,1)). This
bottom-up sequence ensures that the conditions for the initial valuation of each of the
component automata, as required in lemma 5, are satisfied. Finally, Acheck checks if the
clock value xΦ[0,1) = 0, thereby checking the validity of Φ at the first position in the word.
Complexity: Assuming DAG representation of the formula, reduction to normal form
only gives a linear blow up in size of the DAG. Observe that the Cl(ψ, [r,r+1)) for ψ =
FI(φ) or PI(φ) contains m+ 1 number of elements of the form φ, [k,k+ 1), where m is
the length of the interval I. Hence, if interval constraints are encoded in binary, it is easy
to see that the size of Cl(Φ, [0,1)) is O(2l), where l is the modal DAG-size of Φ. Since
6 The operator “;” denotes sequential composition of po2DTA
each A(φ, [r,r + 1)) has a constant number of states, we may infer that the number of
states in A(Φ) is O(2l). Since the non-emptiness of a po2dfa may be decided with NP-
complete complexity, we conclude that satisfiability of a Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formula
is decidable with NEXPTIME complexity.
5 Decision Complexities for MITL[FI,PI] Fragments
Figure 1 depicts the satisfaction complexities of various unary sublogics of MITL that
are studied in this chapter. We shall use tiling problems ( [Boa97], [Fu¨r83]) to de-
rive lower bounds for satisfiability problems of the logics considered. A tiling system
(X ,MH ,MV ) consists of a finite set of tile types X with MV ,MH ⊆ X ×X . Tiling of
a rectangular region of size p× q is a map T : {1, . . . , p}×{1, . . . ,q} → X such that
(T (i, j),T (i+ 1, j)) ∈ MH and (T (i, j),T (i, j + 1)) ∈ MV . These are called horizontal
and vertical matching constraints. An instance of the tiling problem specifies the region
to be tiled with a given tiling system and additional constraints on tiling, if any (such as
T (1,1) = a∧T(p,q) = b).
We reduce tiling problems to satisfiability of MITL[FI ,PI ] formulae. Thus, a tiling
T is represented by a timed word ρT over the alphabet X ∪ s such that the sequence
of letters is just catenation of rows of T separated by a fresh separator letter s. Hence,
length of ρT = p× (q+1) and s occurs at positions i(p+1) with 1≤ i≤ q. Depending
upon the logic in consideration, various schemes are selected for time stamping the let-
ters of ρT so that horizontal and vertical matching constraints can be enforced. We shall
use abbreviations XX def= ∨a∈X(a) and XXS
def
= XX ∨ s and Atlast def= ¬F[0,∞)XXS
in the formulae.
EXPSPACE-hard tiling problem Given a problem instance consisting of a tiling sys-
tem (X ,MH ,MV ), a natural number n and first and final tiles f and t, the solution of the
problem is a tiling T of a rectangle of size 2n×m such that T (1,1) = f and T (2n,m) = t,
for some natural number m > 0. This tiling problem is known to be EXPSPACE-hard
in n.
Theorem 5. Satisfiability of MITL[FI ] (and hence MITL[FI ,PI ]) is EXPSPACE-hard.
Proof. We represent a tiling T by a timed word ρT where the time stamps of the letters
are exactly 0,1,2, . . . ,2n× (m+ 1)− 1. Consider the MITL[FI ] formula ΦEXPSPACE as
conjunction φ1∧φ f ∧φt ∧φs∧φH ∧φV of formulae given below.
φ1 := G[XXS⇒ ((¬F(0,1)XXS) ∧F(0,1]XXS ∨Atlast))]
φs := F(2n−1,2n]s ∧ G[s ⇒ {¬(F(0,2n]s)∧ (F(2n,2n+1]s∨ Atlast)}]
φ f := f
φt := F[t ∧F(0,1](s∧ Atlast)]
φH := G[ ∧
a∈X
{a⇒ F(0,1](s∨
∨
(a,b)∈MH
b]
φV := G[ ∧
a∈X
{a⇒ ((F(0,2n+1]Atlast) ∨ (F(2n,2n+1](
∨
(a,b)∈MV
b))]
Conjunct φ1 ensures that letters occur exactly at integer time points. Formula φs
indicates that the first separator s occurs at time-point 2n and subsequently s repeats
exactly after a time distance of 2n + 1. φH and φV respectively encode horizontal and
vertical matching rules. Note that a letter and its vertically above letter occur at time
distance 2n + 1 and this is used for enforcing vertical compatibility. It is clear from the
formula construction that ΦEXPSPACE is satisfiable iff the original tiling problem has a
solution. The size of ΦEXPSPACE is linear in n since we use binary encoding of time
constants. Hence, we conclude that satisfiability of MITL[FI ] is EXPSPACE-hard.
NEXPTIME-hard tiling problem Given a problem instance consisting of a tiling sys-
tem (X ,MH ,MV ), a natural number n and a sequence t = t1, . . . , tn of leftmost n tiles in
bottom row, a solution to the problem is a tiling T of a square of size 2n× 2n such that
T (1, j) = t j for 1≤ j ≤ n. This tiling problem is known to be NEXPTIME-hard in n.
Theorem 6. Satisfiability of Bounded MITL[Fb] (hence Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]) is NEXPTIME-
hard.
Proof. The encoding of a tiling in timed word is exactly same as in Theorem 5. Thus,
letters occur at successive integer times and the first l = 2n× (2n +1) letters encode the
tiling. Remaining letters (if any) are arbitrary and ignored. The timestamp of s ending
the last row of tiling is l− 1. All the letters denoting the last row occur in the closed
interval Ilast = [l−1− (2n+1), l−1] and letters denoting non-last row occur in the half
open time interval Inonlast = [0, l− 1− (2n+ 1)).
The formula ΦNEXPT IME is similar to formula ΦEXPSPACE but all unbounded modal-
ities Fψ and Gψ are replaced by bounded modalities F[0,l−1]ψ and G[0,l−1] and Atlast
is omitted. Instead we use time interval Inonlast so that Gnonlast = GInonlast and so on.
φ1 := G[0,l−2][XXS⇒ (¬F[0,1)(XXS) ∧F[0,1](XXS))]
φs := F[0,2n)¬s ∧F[0,2n]s ∧ Gnonlast [s ⇒ {¬(F[0,2n]s)∧ (F[0,2n+1]s)}]
φt := t1∧ F[0,1](t2∧F[0,1](...F[0,1](tn)))
φH := G[0,l−2][
∧
a∈X
(a⇒ F[0,1] (s∨
∨
(a,b)∈MH
b))]
φV := Gnonlast [ ∧
a∈X
(a⇒ F(2n,2n+1](
∨
(a,b)∈MV
b))]
Conjunct φ1 (together with φt ) ensures that letters in interval [0, l− 1] occur only
at integer time points. φt ensures that the first n tiles match t. Remaining conjuncts are
similar to those in Theorem 5.
It is easy to see that ΦNEXPT IME is satisfiable iff the original tiling problem has
a solution. The size of ΦNEXPT IME is linear in n since constant l can be coded in bi-
nary in size linear in n. Hence, we conclude that satisfiability of Bounded MITL[Fb] is
NEXPTIME-hard.
PSPACE-hard tiling problem (Corridor Tiling) A problem instance of the Corridor
Tiling problem consists of a tiling system (X ,MH ,MV ) and a natural number n, subsets
Wl ,Wr ⊆ X of tiles which can occur on left and right boundaries of the tiling region, and
sequences top=t1t2 . . . tn and bottom=b1b2 . . .bn of tiles of length n each. A solution to
this problem is a tiling T of a rectangle of size n×m, for some natural number m > 0,
such that the bottom row is bottom, and the top row is top. Moreover only tiles from Wl
and Wr can occur at the start and end of a row respectively. This problem is known to
be PSPACE-hard in n.
Theorem 7. Satisfiability of MITL[F0] (and hence also MITL[F0,∞] and MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞])
is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. We represent a tiling T by a timed word ρT where the first letter is at time 0
and time distance between successive letters is within the open interval (1,2). Consider
the MITL[F0] formula ΦPSPACE as conjunction of formulae given below. Note that over
strictly monotonic time words F[o,u〉φ is equivalent to F(o,u〉φ.
– φ1 := G[XXS =⇒ ((¬F[0,1]XXS)∧ (Atlast ∨ F[0,2)XXS)] ensures that successive
events occur at time distance (1,2).
– A row is of length n
φn := G[s =⇒ {Atlast ∨ (F[0,2)(XX ∧F[0,2)(XX ∧ (. . .ntimes . . .∧F[0,2)(s)) . . . ))]
– Horizontal Compatibility: φH := G[ ∧
a∈X
(a =⇒ F[0,2){
∨
(a,b)∈MH
b ∨ s})]
– Vertical Compatibility: Formula a∧F(s∧Fs) denotes a tile a in row other than the
last row. Hence
φV := ∧
a∈X
G[{a∧F(s∧Fs)} =⇒ (F[0,2)(XXS∧F[0,2)XXS∧(. . .ntimes...∧F[0,2)(
∨
(a,b)∈MV
b)]
– Matching the bottom row:
φB := t1∧ (F[0,2)t2∧F[0,2)t3∧ . . .F[0,2)(tn∧F[0,2)s)) . . .)).
– Matching the top segment:
φT := F[s∧F[0,2)(b1∧ (F[0,2)b2∧F[0,2)b3∧ . . .F[0,2)(bn∧F[0,2)s∧Atlast)) . . .)].
– Matching white on the left side of the tiling:
φL := G[s =⇒ (Atlast ∨F[0,2)(
∨
a∈Wl
a))]
– Matching white on the right side of the tiling:
φR := ¬F [{ ∨
a 6∈Wr
a}∧F[0,2)s}]
It is clear from the formula construction that ΦPSPACE is satisfiable iff the original tiling
problem has a solution. The size of ΦPSPACE is linear in n. Hence, satisfiability of
MITL[F0] is PSPACE-hard.
6 Expressiveness of MITL[FI,PI] Fragments
The relative expressiveness of the fragments of Unary MITL[FI ,PI ] is as depicted in
Figure 2. The figure also indicates the languages considered to separate the logics ex-
pressively.
Theorem 8. Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] (MITL[F∞,P∞].
Proof. (i) Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] ⊆ MITL[F∞,P∞].
This is evident from the translation of Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formulas to equivalent
po2dfa, and the equivalence between po2dfa, TTL[Xθ,Yθ] and MITL[F∞,P∞].
(ii) MITL[F∞,P∞]* Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]
Consider the MITL[F∞,P∞] formula φ= F(0,∞](a∧F(2,∞)c). We can show that there is no
equivalent Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] formula to φ. We shall prove this using a Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb]
EF game [PS11], with n rounds and MaxInt = k, for any k > 0. In such a game, the
Spoiler is allowed to choose only non-singular intervals of the form 〈l,u〉, such that
u ≤ k. Let m = nk. An,k and Bn,k two families of words such that untime(An,k) =
untime(Bn,k) = am+1c and each a occurs at integer timestamps from 0 to m, and c occurs
beyond m+2 in An,k and before m+2 in Bn,k. Then, ∀n,k . An,k |= φ and Bn,k 6|= φ. Since,
the Spoiler will be unable to place its pebble on the last c, the Duplicator has a copy-cat
winning strategy for an n-round Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] EF game with MaxInt = k, over
the two words.
Theorem 9. MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]( MITL[FI,PI ]
Proof. Consider the MITL[FI,PI] formula φ := F(0,∞)[a∧F(1,2)c]. Note that this formula
requires any a in the word to be followed by a c within (1,2) time units from it. While
either one of the bounds of the interval (1,2) (either lower bound of 1 t.u. or upper
bound of 2 t.u.) may be specified by a MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] modality (such as F(1,∞) or
F(0,2) respectively), both these can not be asserted together when the F(1,2) modality is
within the scope of an unbounded (F(0,∞)) modality. We shall prove this by showing
that here is no MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] formula for φ, using an MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] EF game (as
described below).
Let m=(n+1)(k+1). Consider two families of words An,k and Bn,k with untime(An,k)=
untime(Bn,k) = a(ac)2m+1. Both families of words have all events except the initial a,
occurring beyond the timestamp k+ 1. Hence, all the letters are at a time distance in
(k,∞) from the origin. The intuition behind this is to disallow the Spoiler to distinguish
integer boundaries between events. We shall call each ac-pair a segment. The words
are depicted in Figure 9. Let δ be such that 0 < δ << 1/(2m+ 1)2. Consider the word
An,k such that the segments occur beyond k+ 1 as follows. A segment begins with the
occurrence of an a at some time stamp (say x), and has a c occurring at x+ 1− δ. The
following segment begins at (x+ 1+ 2δ). Since each a has a c from its own segment
within time distance (1,2) time units and a c from the following segment at a time dis-
tance > 2 time units and successive c’s are separated by a time distance > 1 time units,
it is easy to verify that ∀n,k . An,k 6|= φ.
The timed word Bn,k is identical to An,k except for the positioning of c in the (m+
2)nd segment, which is at a time distance 2− ε from the a of the middle (m + 1)st
segment, for some ε << δ. Due to this c which is at a time distance within (1,2) time
units from the middle a, we can conclude that ∀n,k . Bn,k |= φ.
Now consider an n round MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]- EF game, with MaxInt= k. We shall say
that the game in a given round is in identical configurations if the initial configuration
of the round is of the form (i, i). For 1 ≤ x ≤ (2m+ 1), denote the a and c of the xth
segment by ax and cx respectively. Consider the following strategy for the Duplicator.
– Starting from identical configurations, the Duplicator may mimic the Spoiler’s
moves at all times and maintain identical configurations except in the following
cases, which lead to non-identical configurations (these are depicted by dotted ar-
rows in Figure 9).
• Starting from the identical configuration (am+1,am+1) in the middle segment,
the Spoiler chooses the interval (0,2) and chooses cm+2 in Bn,k then the Duplicator
must respond by choosing cm+1 in An,k.
• Starting from the identical configuration (am+1,am+1) in the middle segment,
the Spoiler chooses the interval (2,∞) and chooses cm+2 in An,k then the Duplicator
must respond by choosing cm+3 in Bn,k.
• Starting from the identical configuration (cm+1,cm+1), the Spoiler chooses the
interval (0,2) and chooses am+1 in Bn,k then the Duplicator must respond by
choosing am+2 in An,k.
• Starting from the identical configuration (cm+1,cm+1), the Spoiler chooses the
interval (2,∞) and chooses am+1 in An,k then the Duplicator must respond by
choosing am in Bn,k.
Note that the only position where the two words differ is in the timestamp of cm+2
and the only position from which they can be differentiated by an integeral time
distance is from am+1. Hence starting from identical configurations, the only way
in which a non-identical configuration may be achieved is by one of the above
possibilities and the resulting configuration has a segment difference of 1.
– The segment difference of a non-identical configuration is ≥ 1. Starting from a
non-identical configuration, we have the following possibilities
• If the initial configuration includes am+1 or cm+2 in Bn,k, then the Spoiler may
choose a suitable interval and choose the position cm+1 or am + 1 respectively.
This increases the segment difference of the configuration by 1. For exam-
ple, if the initial configuration is (cm+3,cm+2) (this may be achieved, for in-
stance, when the Spoiler chooses the interval (0,1) for two successive “future
rounds”, starting from an initial non-identical configuration of (am+1,am)),
and the Spoiler chooses the interval (0,2) and chooses am+1 in Bn,k then the
Duplicator is forced to choose am+2, resulting in a segment difference of 2.
• For any other choice of positions by the Spoiler, the Duplicator may “copy”
the Spoiler’s moves by moving exactly the number of positions that is moved
by the Spoiler. This will result in non-identical configuration with segment
difference less than or equal to the initial segment difference in the round.
It is now easy to argue that the above strategy is a winning strategy for the Duplicator
for an n-round MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] game with MaxInt = k. By observing the two words,
we can see that the only way the Spoiler can win a round is by beginning with non-
identical configurations at either end of the words (at time distance ≤ k from either
the beginning or end of the sequence of segments), such that the Spoiler may have
an a or a c to chooses in one of the words, while the Duplicator wouldn’t. However,
the first time a non-identical configuration is achieved, is in the middle segment (as
discussed above). The Spoiler has two choices- (i) to increase the segment difference by
repeatedly choosing the middle segment configurations, or (ii) to maintain the segment
difference and move towards either end of the word. In order to maintain a segment
difference ≥ 1 and reach either end of the word, the Spoiler can move a maximum
time distance of k time units (if it chooses an interval larger than that, the Duplicator
may be able to achieve identical configurations). Hence the Spoiler requires at least n
rounds to reach either end of the word whilst maintaining non-identical configurations.
Since the game is only of n rounds, the Spoiler will not have enough rounds to first
establish a non-zero segment difference and maintain it, while traversing to either end
of the words. Hence, the above strategy is a winning strategy for the Duplicator for an
n-round MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] EF-game with MaxInt = k.
An,k x l x l o l o l I o l I l T I l T
a c a c a c a c
Bn,k x l x l o l o l I o l I l T I l T
a c a c a c a c
am+1
am+1
am+2
am+2
cm+2
cm+2
cm+1
cm+1am cm+3
Fig. 9. MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] EF game to show that MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞](MITL[FI ,PI ]
Theorem 10. MITL[F∞,P∞] (MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]
Proof. Logic MITL[F∞,P∞] is a syntactic fragment of MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞]. We shall now
show that it is strictly less expressive than MITL[F0,∞,P0,∞] by showing that there is
no po2DTA which accepts the language given by the formula φ := F[0,∞)(a∧ F[0,2)c).
The proof relies on the idea that since a po2DTA may be normalized to one that has a
bounded number of clocks (bounded by the number of progress edges), and every edge
may reset a clock at most once on a given run, the po2DTA cannot “check” every a for
its matching c in a timed word which has sufficiently many ac pairs.
Assuming to contrary, let A be a po2DTA with m number of progress edges , such
that L(φ) = L(A). Now consider the word ρ consisting of the event sequence (ac)4m+1
where the xth ac pair gives the timed subword (a,3x)(c,3x+ 2.5). Thus, each c is 2.5
units away from the preceding a. Hence, ρ 6∈ L(φ). Consider the run of A over ρ. There
are a maximum number of m clocks in A that are reset, in the run over ρ.
By a counting argument (pigeon-hole principle), there are at least m+ 1 (possibly
overlapping but distinct) subwords of ρ of the form acacac, none of whose elements
have been “clocked” by A . Call each such subword a group. Enumerate the groups
sequentially. Let v j be a word identical to ρ except that the jth group is altered, such
that its middle c is shifted by 0.7 t.u. to the left, so that v j satisfies the property required
in φ. Note that there are at least m+ 1 such distinct v j’s and for all j, v j ∈ L(φ).
Given a v j, if there exists a progress edge e of A such that in the run of A on v j, e is
enabled on the altered c, then for all k 6= j, e is not enabled on the altered c of vk. This
is because, due to determinism, the altered c in v j must satisfy a guard which neither of
its two surrounding c’s in its group can satisfy.
From the above claim, we know that the m clocks in A , may be clocked on at most m
of the altered words v j. However, the family {v j} has at least m+ 1 members. Hence,
there exists a k such that the altered c of vk, (and the kth group) is not reachable by ψ in
ρ or any of the {v j}. Hence w |= ψ iff vk |= ψ. But this is a contradiction as ρ /∈ L(φ)
and vk ∈ L(φ) with L(φ) = L(ψ).
Therefore, there is no po2DTA which can express the language L(φ).
7 Discussion
We have shown how unaryness, coupled with timing restrictions, yields interesting frag-
ments of MITL, that are placed lower in the hierarchy, in terms of expressiveness and
decidability complexities.
– We have a Bu¨chi-like logic-automaton characterization for a fragment of MTL.
po2DTA are closed under complementation, and have the key ingredients required,
for convenient logic-automata conversions. Moreover, the exact characterization of
po2DTA, in terms of an MTL fragment (i.e. MITL[F∞,P∞]) has been identified.
– The embedding of Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb] into po2DTA, and the conversion from
po2DTA to MITL[F∞,P∞] formulas shows us how even properties like punctuality
and boundedness, when coupled with determinism, may be expressed by a unary
and non-punctual fragment, i.e. MITL[F∞,P∞].
– Unary fragments MITL[UI ,SI ] and MITL[U0,∞,S0,∞] do not result in a gain in satis-
fiability complexity and there is a significant gain (from PSPACE-complete to NP-
complete), when MITL[U∞,S∞] is compared to its unary-counterpart, MITL[F∞,P∞].
– While satisfiability of MITL[F0] is PSPACE-complete, the satisfiability of MITL[F∞,P∞]
is NP-complete. This asymmetry in decision complexities of logics with one-sided
constraints, and on finite words, has been observed.
– An NEXPTIME-complete fragment of MITL has been recognized: Bounded MITL[Fb,Pb],
which combines the restrictions of unaryness, punctuality, as well as bounded-
ness is a rather restrictive logic in terms of expressiveness, but more succinct than
MITL[F∞,P∞]. In general, for the unary fragments of MITL, one-sided interval con-
straints prove to yield much better decision complexities than bounded interval
constraints.
In this chapter, our logic-automata reductions rely on strict monotonicity of the
pointwise models. We believe that the results may be extended to the weakly-monotonic
case, by using some concepts similar to the untimed case and still maintaining the de-
cision complexities.
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